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SUPERPOWER: The Truth Can Be Hidden
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Region: USA
Theme: US NATO War Agenda

“The only thing new in the world is the history you don’t know.”   -Harry S. Truman

a documentary film by Barbara-Anne Steegmuller

SUPERPOWER  is  a  comprehensive  film  that  asks  tough  questions  and  goes  behind  the
scenes of America’s national security apparatus and military actions. Far from a conspiracy
film about  the  dangers  of  government  secrets  and  regime change,  this  well-balanced film
straddles the philosophical divide and allows viewers to understand the US quest for global
dominance through economic  and military  strategy that  is  exposed through review of
historical events, personal interviews, and analysis of US foreign policy.

Featuring interviews with Michel  Chossudovsky, Bill  Blum, Chalmers Johnson and Noam
Chomsky and many others.

View the trailer:

 

Have you picked up your copy of this award-winning documentary?

SUPERPOWER IS AVAILABLE TO ORDER THROUGH GLOBAL RESEARCH! 

Special Offer: $22.00 

TO ORDER SUPERPOWER: Click here to go to our Online Store

Superpower  won  Best  Feature  Documentary  in  Moving  Pictures  Film  Contest.   Ms.
Steegmuller won The Director Award for Superpower at the August Sun Film & TV Film
Festival where Superpower was also nominated for Best Feature Documentary and The
Grand Peace Award.  Superpower also received Honorable Mention in the Route 66 Film
Festival,  Best  Feature Documentary from Moving Pictures Film & TV Contest,  and was
nominated for the Best North American Feature Documentary in the El Sawy, Egypt Film
Festival. 

TO ORDER SUPERPOWER: Click here to go to our Online Store
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